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Executive Summary
On May 28, 2020, City Council approved ActiveTO, a suite of programs deployed to
promote the health and wellbeing of Toronto residents during the COVID-19 pandemic.
These programs transformed city streets by closing major road corridors to vehicle
traffic, expanding Toronto’s cycling network, calming local street traffic in areas
across the city, and redesigning streetside infrastructure in several locations.
This evaluation of ActiveTO programs was conducted by The Center for Active
Transportation (TCAT) during the summer of 2022, using survey data collected from
ActiveTO installations across Toronto. The projects of interest in this report include:
• Major Road Closures – Weekend closures of major roads (such as Lake Shore
Boulevard East and West) to vehicle traffic, allowing pedestrians and cyclists more
space to travel safely during the COVID-19 pandemic
• Quiet Streets – Traffic calming measures and signage installed in 31 locations
across Toronto, designed to reduce non-local traffic and provide spaces for socially
distanced outdoor travel and recreation
• Complete Streets Pilot Projects – Major street infrastructure changes to stretches
of Yonge Street and Danforth Avenue including protected bike lanes, artistic curb
extensions, planters, and extended outdoor patios for restaurants
Initial evaluation of these programs were conducted by TCAT, Park People, and 8 80
Cities, in collaboration with the City of Toronto. This report was designed to
understand the user experience of ActiveTO programs holistically, highlighting key
distinctions between projects and program-wide successes, and identifying the
communities served by Toronto’s transportation infrastructure. With this
understanding, the City of Toronto can continue to advance transportation initiatives
that benefit Torontonians of all ages, races, incomes, and places of residence.
Several City of Toronto employees who managed ActiveTO and other street
infrastructure projects were interviewed to inform the contents of this evaluation.
Thank you to Becky Katz, Kanchan Maharaj, Jodi Callan, and Caitlin Kuly, for
generously providing your time and expertise. Thank you also to Brandon Miles of
8 80 Cities for offering your advice on best practices in analysis and data
communication which are used throughout this report.
Past evaluations of each individual ActiveTO program considered here can be
accessed via the following links:
• Major Road Closures
• Quiet Streets

ActiveTO Executive Summary

• Midtown Yonge Complete Street
• Destination Danforth Complete Street
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ActiveTO Impacts: Key Findings
Cyclists perceived the greatest
benefits from ActiveTO.
Across ActiveTO installations, cyclists
were the most likely group of travelers
to report increases to their safety and
ability to physically distance as a result
of the program. 74% reported feeling
safer on Quiet Streets and 66% on
Danforth. On Complete Streets Pilot
Projects, the majority (> 60%) of cyclists
said that they visited more often
because of the installation.

ActiveTO programs encouraged
mode share away from driving
towards cycling.
The expanded cycling network and
increases to cyclist safety have
incentivized many Torontonians to
switch to cycling.
On Yonge and Danforth Complete
Streets pilots, 276 survey respondents
said that they changed their primary
mode of transport during the
pandemic. Over 65% of those
respondents switched from driving,
walking, or taking transit to cycling on
Complete Streets Pilot Projects. 44% of
drivers shifted to either walking or
cycling on Yonge, and 31% on Danforth.
On Major Road Closures, 18% of cyclists
surveyed said that the road closures
helped them start or restart riding
their bikes.

Proximity Matters
A majority of respondents to intercept
surveys (> 60%) lived in Downtown
Toronto, where the Lake Shore road
closures and Complete Street pilot
projects are located. Greater than 70%
of respondents to the Lake Shore East
and West surveys lived within just 5
kilometers of the closure.
Consequently, the demographics of
ActiveTO visitors are similar to those of
Downtown Toronto. Visitors to the
Major Road Closures and Complete
Streets Pilots are more likely than the
average Toronto resident to have a
household income of $100,000 or
greater and less likely to identify as
Black, Indigenous, or as a person of
color (BIPOC).
At the Yonge, Danforth, and Lake Shore
surveys, fewer than 30% of
respondents identified as BIPOC,
compared to 52% of Torontonians who
identified as a visible minority in the
2016 Census1.
These results suggest that future
ActiveTO and other street improvement
projects be targeted to specific
neighborhoods across the city in order
to achieve the greatest community and
equity impact.

[1] Statistics Canada. 2016. “2016 Census.” https://open.toronto.ca/dataset/neighbourhood-profiles/.

ActiveTO Key Findings
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ActiveTO programs broadly
improved safety and physical
distancing.
The majority respondents to all
ActiveTO surveys agreed that the
program had improved their safety
and ability to physically distance while
sharing the streets.
Nearly all (> 85%) visitors surveyed at
Major Road Closures reported feeling
safe and able to maintain physical
distancing while traveling on the
closure.
At the Complete Street Pilot Projects,
45% of respondents on Danforth and
53% on Yonge reported feeling safer
using the street as a result of the
program. Over 60% of Quiet Streets
survey respondents agreed or strongly
agreed that the program provided
safer shared streets and enabled
physical distancing.

ActiveTO Key Findings

Accessibility impacts are
mixed.
Visitors to ActiveTO projects with
accessibility needs frequently reported
no improvements to accessibility as a
result of the program.
Among visitors with accessibility
needs on Complete Streets Pilots, 44%
saw no change to accessibility on
Danforth Avenue and 37% on Yonge
Street as a result of the installation.
52% of respondents using mobility
devices to travel on Quiet Streets
agreed that their safety had been
improved as part of the program, while
43% said the opposite.
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ActiveTO Overview
On May 28, 2020, City Council approved ActiveTO, a set of programs designed to
transform Toronto’s streets in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. ActiveTO consists
of three main programs: Major Road Closures, Quiet Streets, and the Cycling Network
Expansion.
Additionally, two major corridors, Yonge Street and Danforth Avenue, received
largescale transformations as part of the Complete Streets pilot project. These
included protected bike lanes planned in the Cycling Network Expansion and other
streetscape elements such as decorative planters, artistic curb extensions, and
improved on-street patios.

Quiet Streets

Major Road Closures

Quiet Streets were designed to be a
safe shared spaces for local vehicles,
pedestrians, and cyclists. During the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic,
these spaces would enable physically
distanced trips to essential businesses
for road users of varying ability and
allowed better access to outdoor
recreation while parks remained
closed.

In the summers and falls of 20202022, the City of Toronto closed several
major roads to vehicle traffic, providing
shared spaces for walking, cycling, and
other non-vehicular transport. The
closures, which occurred on weekends
and holidays, were intended to provide
additional spaces for safe and socially
distanced movement and recreation.

The Quiet Streets program introduced
traffic calming measures along 65
kilometers of Toronto streets in 31
locations. Traffic barrels and concrete
blocks were installed at intersections
along each route, either in the center of
the lane or at each curb side.
Additionally, two signs reading
“Shared Space” and “Local Traffic Only”
were placed facing oncoming traffic,
with a third sign reading “Do your part,
stay apart” facing the opposite
direction. These measures were
introduced in May 2020 and
maintained until mid-October 2020.

ActiveTO Overview

Major road closures on Lake Shore
Boulevard West and Lake Shore
Boulevard East were introduced to
alleviate overcrowding on popular
trails, such as the Martin Goodman
Trail and the Lower Don Trail. Roads
passing through High Park and the
Meadoway Trail were also closed as
part of the program, to support
increased trail and park usage during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Other locations of major road closures
can be found on Page 7.
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Complete Streets Pilot Projects
Complete Streets Pilots were proposed to address a variety of needs which arose in
Toronto during the COVID-19 pandemic: physical distancing requirements, an
increased appetite for outdoor travel and recreation, and a reduction in visitors to
local businesses.

Destination Danforth
The Destination Danforth Complete Streets Pilot Project was approved by City Council
May 28, 2020 alongside a suite of other early ActiveTO programs and was installed in
the summer of 2020. A 5-kilometre stretch of Danforth Avenue, from Broadview
Avenue to Dawes Road was equipped with temporary bike lanes and a set of
streetscape design elements including:
• Decorative planters and pylons to separate bike lanes from traffic and parking
• Painted curb extensions designed narrow the roadway at intersections, reducing
crossing distances and providing additional space for pedestrians
• Extensions of outdoor patios onto streets
• Increased bike parking and bike share stations
• Unobstructed loading and unloading for Wheel-Trans and other vehicles
In December 2021, the Danforth Avenue cycle tracks installed as part of the ActiveTO
Cycling Network Expansion were approved as permanent installations, along with an
extension of the Complete Streets Pilot from Dawes Road to Victoria Park Avenue.

Midtown Yonge
In the summer and early fall of 2021, a program similar to Destination Danforth, the
Midtown Yonge Complete Streets Pilot Project, was introduced on Yonge Street
between Bloor Street to Davisville Avenue. The Yonge Street installation provided
protected cycling lanes and additional streetscape elements (similar to those on
Danforth), expanding Toronto’s cycling network along the Line 1 subway.

ActiveTO Overview
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Map of ActiveTO Projects

Legend
Parks and Green Space
Cycling Network
Quiet Streets
Major Road Closures
and Complete Streets
Pilot Projects

Quiet Streets
1 Waterfront West

2 Chartwell-Edgecroft

3 Cowan-Brock-Emerson

4 High Park

5 Bicknell

6 Rowntree

7 Chalkfarm

8 Duplex-Jedburgh

9 Monarch Park

10 Winona

11 The Esplanade

12 Crawford

13 Kensington Market

14 St. Jamestown

15 Regent Park

16 Silverthorn

17 Sammon

18 Woodfield

19 Crescent Town

20 Lee

21 Kitchener Park

22 Eglinton East

23 Dorset Park

24 John Tabor

25 Military-Highcastle

26 Kew Beach

27 Westview

28 Potsdam-Tobermory

29 Port Union

30 Maxwell St

31 Berner-Blackwell

Major Road Closures and Complete Streets Pilot Projects
A Allen Road Closure

B

Lake Shore West
Closure

C

Danforth Complete
Street Pilot

F

Lake Shore East
Closure

G Meadoway Closure

E

ActiveTO Map

Yonge Complete
Street Pilot

D

Bayview Avenue
Closure
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Methodology
This report aggregates the results of several public surveys administered by TCAT,
Park People, and 8 80 Cities, in collaboration with the City of Toronto.
These include an online survey of Quiet Streets users, three intercept surveys at Major
Road Closure locations, a survey of Yonge Street visitors prior to and after the
installation of the Midtown Yonge Complete Street, and a survey on Danforth Avenue
after the installation of the Destination Danforth Complete Street. Where possible,
this report also references the results of TCAT’s 2015-2017 Bloor Bike Lane Economic
Impact Study, in which Danforth Avenue served as a control site.

Quiet Streets

Major Road Closures

In collaboration with the City of
Toronto, 8 80 Cities administered an
online Quiet Streets evaluation survey
open from June 23rd to September
30th, 2020. The survey was promoted
to Quiet Streets users by sidewalk
stickers and decals on road barriers.

During 2020 and 2021, several surveys
were administered at Major Road
Closures locations by TCAT and Park
People, in collaboration with the City of
Toronto. On September 20, 2020
intercept surveys were conducted on
Lake Shore Boulevard West (LSW) at
Strachan and Lake Shore Boulevard
East (LSE) at Coxwell.

Additionally, ward offices were
encouraged to include the survey link
in their Councillors’ newsletters. The
online survey received 9,842 responses.

Surveyors at both locations were
stationed at booths and were
instructed to approach every passerby
who could stop safely. At the Lake
Shore East survey location, a mobile
bike repair shop was set up nearby to
incentivize responses. A total of 206
surveys were collected at Lake Shore
West and 153 at Lake Shore East.
In 2021, similar intercept surveys were
conducted at the Meadoway Trail at
Daventry and McCowan Roads on July
22nd and September 10th with 157
responses. A second round of intercept
surveys was conducted at Lake Shore
West on September 26th, 2021 with
483 responses.

ActiveTO Methodology
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Danforth Complete Streets Pilot

Yonge Complete Streets Pilot

The Danforth Complete Street survey
was conducted by Park People and
TCAT over four survey dates, September
24th, 26th, and 29th, and October 6th,
2020.

On Yonge Street, TCAT and Park People
conducted two surveys, one prior to the
installation of the Complete Street
project and another post-installation.
Pre-installation surveys were
conducted on June 3rd and 5th, 2021,
and post-installation surveys on
September 11th, 14th, 16th and 18th,
2021.

Surveyors were active in three zones
along the 5-kilometer stretch of the
Danforth Complete Street pilot, at
Greektown, Danforth Mosaic, and
Danforth Village. The surveyors were
stationed at the arrival side of traffic
lights to approach cyclists and
pedestrians (who also represent transit
users and drivers having parked on
Danforth) with equal likelihood.
Surveys were conducted using a
randomizing methodology, wherein
surveyors approached every third
passerby they encountered regardless
of their transportation mode. This
methodology reduces sampling bias by
removing the risk of subconsciously
approaching people who appear nice or
who are more convenient to survey.
During times of low traffic, surveyors
were instead asked to survey every
passerby. The surveys were conducted
using an introductory script and
prepared questions, with responses
recorded via tablet. A total of 472
surveys were completed.

ActiveTO Methodology

Pre and post-installation surveys took
place near the intersections of Yonge
Street and Davisville, St. Clair, and
Bloor. A fourth survey area in the
Rosedale neighborhood was added to
the post-installation study.
Both the pre and post-installation
surveys employed the same
randomizing methodology and street
location (on the arrival side of traffic
lights) as those used in the Danforth
Complete Street survey. The preinstallation survey collected 599
responses and the installation survey
547.
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Respondent Demographics
Age

Gender

“What is your age range?”

“What is your gender identity?”

Lake Shore West
Lake Shore East

Toronto results from Statistics Canada 2016 Census Data1 .
Quiet Streets surveys did not collect socioeconomic or racial
demographic data

Income

*Other Gender Identity includes Trans Male (0.2%),
Trans Female (0.1%), Non-Binary, Gender Queer or
Non-Conforming (1.4%), and Other (0.4%)

Diversity

“What is your household income range?”

“Do you identify as Black, Indigenous
or as a person of colour?”

NA

Lake Shore West
Lake Shore East

[1] Statistics Canada. 2016. “2016 Census.” https://open.toronto.ca/dataset/neighbourhood-profiles/.
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The majority of ActiveTO visitors surveyed do not identify as Black, Indigenous or as a
person of colour (BIPOC), except for respondents on the Meadoway Trail, 57% of whom
identified as BIPOC. Representation of BIPOC respondents outside of the Meadoway
survey ranged from 28% at Destination Danforth to 18% at the Lake Shore East road
closure. This is compared to 52% of Torontonians who identified as a visible minority
in the 2016 Census.
While ActiveTO visitors were substantially less likely to identify as BIPOC than the
average Toronto resident, the racial demographics of survey respondents are
consistent with those of Downtown Toronto neighborhoods where most ActiveTO
installations were located. See the next section (Respondent Location) for more
details.
Similarly, visitors to the Yonge Complete Street and Lake Shore road closures were
much more likely than the average Torontonian to be high earners. The percent of
respondents with household incomes greater than $100,000 ranged from 62% on Lake
Shore East to 44% on Yonge Street, compared to 31% in Toronto overall.
The gender and age groups of survey respondents were mostly consistent with those
of the typical Toronto resident. Survey respondents were slightly less likely than
average to be younger (Under 30). This is partially explained, however, by the inclusion
of infants and young children in Toronto’s 2016 Census, age groups which are unable
to respond to online and intercept surveys.
Very few respondents (< 1%) to the ActiveTO surveys identified as genders other than
Male or Female. Due to very limited sample sizes, in the few instances where gender
statistics are reported in this evaluation, only Male and Female identifying groups are
referenced. In future reports, more robust data collection will be required to
adequately represent the perspectives of a more diverse set of gender groups.

ActiveTO Demographics (Photo Credit: Jack Boland)
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Respondent Location
Home postal codes of respondents to the Yonge Complete Street Pilot (postinstallation), Lake Shore (2020), Lake Shore (2021), and Meadoway (2021) surveys
(N=2594).
Number of
Respondents

York Region

Toronto

Peel Region

Guelph

Halton Region

A small number of survey respondents
(20) live outside of the mapped region,
including respondents from Peterborough
(ON), British Columbia, and Quebec.

ActiveTO Respondent Location

Over 60% of all respondents are
located in the downtown Toronto
region, which contains the Lake
Shore East and West road
closures as well as the Yonge
Complete Street installation.
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At the Lake Shore road closures, 70%
of respondents lived within 5
kilometers of survey locations. In the
neighborhoods surrounding Lake
Shore East, 31% of residents
identified as a visible minority in the
2016 Census, and 37% in the area
surrounding Lake Shore West*. These
demographics more closely align to
those of survey respondents, 19% of
whom identified as BIPOC on Lake
Shore West (18% on Lakeshore East).
41% of respondents to the Meadoway
Trail survey live in the M1H Forward
Sortation Area**, which lies within
the Bendale Neighborhood and
encompasses much of the
Meadoway Trail. In the 2016 Census,
72.4% of Bendale residents identified
as a visible minority and the median
household income reported was
$60,292. This is within the median
income band ($50,000 - $99,999) of
survey respondents and similar to
the portion of respondents
identifying as BIPOC (57%).
The majority (> 80%) of respondents
to the Yonge Street survey lived
nearby in The Annex, Rosedale-Moore
Park, Mount Pleasant East, or YongeSt. Clair neighborhoods. Survey
respondents’ demographics closely
aligned with those of these 4
neighborhoods.

Visitors to ActiveTO installations are
predominantly from nearby neighborhoods.
Home postal codes of respondents to the Lake
Shore West and East surveys in Toronto.
Number of Respondents

Lake Shore Blvd. East
Road Closure

Home postal codes of respondents to the
Meadoway survey in Toronto.

Home postal codes of respondents to the
Yonge Complete Street survey in Toronto.

*Nearby neighborhoods are those which are
immediately adjacent to or within walking
distance of the ActiveTO installation. See TCAT’s
Major Road Closures and Midtown Yonge
Complete Streets Pilot reports for more details on
the demographics of nearby neighborhoods.
**Forward Sortation Area’s refer to the regions
represented by the first three postal code digits

ActiveTO Respondent Location
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Transport Mode Shifts
ActiveTO programs support non-vehicular travel by providing safer and more
equitable shared streets, where physical distancing is possible and which support
various means of transportation. On Complete Streets Pilots, beautified sidewalks,
expanded curbs, and protected cycling lanes encourage visitors to choosing walking
or cycling over driving or taking transit.
Transportation Mode Shifts on Complete Streets
“I used to travel mainly by: foot / bike / transit / car / rideshare or taxi / wheel-trans
/ other, now I travel mainly by…”

N = 129 Danforth (Post-installation), N = 147 Yonge (Post-installation). Respondents may select more than one mode
shift.

Over a quarter (27%) of survey respondents on the Danforth reported having changed
their primary mode of transport since the installation of the Complete Streets Pilot. Of
those respondents, 71% shifted to cycling from driving, walking, or taking transit.
Similarly, 27% of Yonge Complete Street Pilot respondents reported switching
transport modes, 68% of those respondents shifting to cycling from other transport
modes. Significant shifts towards cycling demonstrate the added appeal of decorated
and protected bike lanes installed on Complete Streets.
Respondents were almost twice as likely to report switching from Car to Foot on
Yonge (22%) than on Danforth (12%).

ActiveTO Mode Shifts
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Safety
Personal safety is a common concern on shared roads and trails in Toronto, especially
for pedestrians and cyclists. During a period of increased outdoor travel and limited
entertainment options, ActiveTO programs were designed to facilitate safe trips and
outdoor recreation for Torontonians of all demographics.
The majority of ActiveTO users surveyed at Quiet Streets, Major Road Closures, and on
Complete Streets reported feeling safe while sharing roads and trails. These results
were consistent across ages, genders, income levels, and racial demographics.
Safety perceptions varied most strongly across modes of transportation, with cyclists
consistently reporting the greatest safety benefits of ActiveTO installations, followed
by pedestrians and drivers.
Change in Sense of Safety by Transportation Mode on Complete Streets Pilots
“Has the complete streets installation on Yonge/Danforth changed your sense of
safety on the street?”

Cyclists were by far the most likely group to feel safer as a result of the Complete
Streets Pilot Projects, 85% of cyclists feeling safer on Yonge and 66% on Danforth.
Across all modes, respondents were more likely to report safety improvements on
Yonge Street than on Danforth.
Drivers and pedestrians reported similar changes to their sense of safety on Complete
Streets, with 50% of pedestrians and 50% of drivers feeling safer on Yonge (40% of
pedestrians and 36% of drivers on Danforth). In written comments, both drivers and
pedestrians were concerned with increased bike traffic, citing cyclists travelling too
fast and not following the rules of the road.
ActiveTO Safety
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Safety Perceptions on Major Road Closures and Quiet Streets
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The space
provided by the weekend road closures is safe and comfortable for walking and
cycling.”

Lake Shore West
Lake Shore East

To what extent do you agree/disagree with this statement: “The Quiet Streets
program makes me feel more safe sharing space on the Quiet Street with other
people travelling by different modes?”

Weekend road closures were perceived as safe by a large majority of visitors, with
greater than 90% of survey respondents at Lake Shore East, Lake Shore West, and the
Meadoway Trail agreeing or strongly agreeing that the major road closures provided a
safe and comfortable space for walking and cycling.
A smaller majority (60%) of Quiet Streets users agreed or strongly agreed that the
Quiet Streets program made sharing local streets safer.

ActiveTO Safety
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Physical Distancing
Similar to respondents’ perceptions of safety, a majority of ActiveTO visitors report
that their ability to maintain physical distancing on the street was improved by the
program. Physical distancing perceptions are likewise consistent across ages,
genders, income levels, and racial demographics.
Cyclists were the group most likely to agree that Major Road Closures, Quiet Streets,
and Compete Streets supported their physical distancing.
Physical Distancing Perceptions on the Major Road Closures and Quiet Streets
To what extent do you agree/disagree with this statement: “The City of Toronto’s
Major Road Closures program has improved my ability to maintain physical
distancing while walking, running, using a mobility device and/or cycling along this
street.”

Lake Shore West
Lake Shore East

To what extent do you agree/disagree with this statement: “Quiet Streets improved my ability to maintain physical distancing while walking, running, using a
mobility device, and or cycling along the Quiet Street?”

Greater than 80% of survey respondents at Lake Shore East, Lake Shore West, and the
Meadoway Trail agreed or strongly agreed that the major road closures improved their
ability to maintain physical distancing on major road closure routes.
62% of Quiet Streets users agreed or strongly agreed that physical distancing was
improved on their streets, with 18% strongly disagreeing. Drivers were the group least
likely to agree or strongly agree (49%) and cyclists the most likely (74%).

ActiveTO Physical Distancing
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Physical Activity and
Recreation
Access to active transportation was particularly important in the early months of the
COVID-19 pandemic, when parks were closed and options for healthy recreation were
limited. ActiveTO programs allowed Torontonians to access outdoor space safely and
utilize active transportation for recreation and travel.
Safety concerns, a major impediment to cycling uptake, were reduced by the
installation of protected bike lanes, extended curbs, and other infrastructure on
Complete Streets Pilot Projects. On Danforth, 84% of visitors surveyed agreed that the
installation improved peoples’ ability to cycle. 55% of non-cyclists on Yonge Street
reported that they would feel safe cycling there after the installation of cycling
infrastructure, compared to just 20% prior to the Complete Streets program.
A majority (62%) of Major Road Closures users reported being more active since first
accessing the closures, with 68% of those respondents cycling more, 14% walking or
running more, and 12% both walking or running and cycling more.
On Quiet Streets, survey respondents ranked the program a 6.1/10 on average for its
ability to slow/reduce vehicle traffic and improve/increase active travel.

ActiveTO Physical Activity (Photo Credit: Jeremy Gilbert)
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Areas for Improvement
Respondents to Major Road Closures and Quiet Streets surveys were asked directly
which, if any, problems they experienced using ActiveTO programs.
Problems Reported on Quiet Streets
Number of each problem reported on Quiet Streets Survey. Problems reported fall
into Vehicle Related Problems, Quiet Streets Materials, and Other Problems.

N = 9,824 respondents answered the survey regarding problems on Quiet Streets. Each respondent may report
multiple problems.

Non-local traffic was by far the most common complaint on Quiet Streets, with 44% of
survey respondents mentioning this problem, followed by damaging or tampering of
Quiet Street materials (29%) and reckless/fast driving (28%).
45% of all problems reported were Vehicle Related, followed by problems with Quiet
Street Materials (28%), and Other Problems (27%). Some Quiet Streets users
commented that signage and barriers did little to prevent non-local vehicles from
entering or to maintain one-way traffic.

ActiveTO Areas for Improvement
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Percentage of Respondents Reporting Problems on Major Road Closures
Have you experienced any problems or issues while using the Major Road Closures
program?

Lake Shore West
Lake Shore East

On the Major Road Closures, only 23% of survey respondents reported having any
issues, with visitors to the Meadoway Trail reporting problems at the highest rate
(34%) followed by Lake Shore East (25%) and West (21%).
Problems Reported on Major Road Closures
Number of each problem reported on Lakeshore West, East, and Meadoway closures.
Problems reported fall into Infrastructure and Implementation, Conflicts Between
Visitors, and Other Problems.

N = 230 respondents reported at least 1 problem. Each respondent may report multiple problems.

ActiveTO Areas for Improvement
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The majority of the issues
experienced while using the Major
Road Closures involve the closures’
Infrastructure and Implementation .
Complaints of this type make up 43%
of all problems reported.
Many survey respondents (26) noted
a need for Additional Materials or
Barriers to be used on the closures as
well as Fast/Slow Cycling Lanes (14).
Conflicts between cyclists of
differing abilities and conflicts
between cyclists and pedestrians
were cited as cause for increased
barriers and fast/slow lanes.
Poor communication of the schedule
for road closures was cited as a
problem 15 times, all by Lake Shore
West survey respondents.
10 respondents at the Lake Shore
West closure, and 5 at Lake Shore
East, said that the chosen location of
the road closures was poor.
Examples of Problems Reported - Infrastructure and Implementation
Police “Overpoliced, cops [are] not needed if it’s consistent [and] closures are
expected.”
Poor Location for Closure “Lakeshore West [is] a good idea, but Lakeshore East [is]
unnecessary because bike path[s] on either [are] not overcrowded.”
Requires Additional Materials or Barriers “At intersections, the gap in the barrier is
too narrow and creates an unsafe situation when lots of cyclists pass through.”
Requires Fast/Slow Cycling Lanes “Slow people should go on right and do we need
to provide access to cars crossing the road.”
Requires Increased Guidelines or Enforcement “People [are] not following physical
distancing guidelines.”

ActiveTO Areas for Improvement
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40% of the issues
reported involve Conflicts
between Visitors to the
road closures.
Conflicts between
Pedestrians and Cyclists
was the most common
single problem noted in
surveys.
Many visitors to the road
closures emphasized the
need for better education
and etiquette concerning
the sharing of paths
between multiple
transport modes.
Other Problems made up
18% of the issues
reported and include
noise complaints, a lack
of food available at the
closures, and the need for
more restrooms on road
closures.
Examples of Problems Reported - Conflicts Between Visitors and Other Problems
Conflicts with Car Traffic or Difficulty Driving “Creates traffic, but I am a driver
who has sat in the traffic jams and I still think it’s worth it.”
Conflicts between Cyclists “Inexperienced cyclists would be good to have [the]
basic rules of the road.”
Conflicts between Pedestrians and Cyclists “Fast cyclists disregard pedestrians.”
Other “Quiet streets [are] not quiet.”
Animals “Dogs [are] not on leashes”
Safety/Security “[The] tall grass feels a bit unsafe at times especially when it’s not
busy” (Respondent on Meadoway Trail)

ActiveTO Areas for Improvement
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Cyclists
In many respects, cyclists were the group most satisfied by the ActiveTO program,
which greatly increased Toronto’s protected cycling network.
On Quiet Streets, cyclists were more likely than pedestrians, drivers, and other
street users to report feeling safer and more able to physically distance while using
the road. Nearly three quarters (74%) of cyclists agreed or strongly agreed that Quiet
Streets made sharing the road feel safer and 71% reported that their ability to
physically distance on local streets was improved.
Major Road Closures contribute significantly to new and returning cyclists
(re)discovering cycling during the pandemic.
New and Returning Cyclists Only: “Has the space provided by the weekend road
closures helped me to discover or re-discover cycling?”

At the Lake Shore West and East, and Meadoway Trail road closures, almost a quarter
(24%) of cyclists surveyed were either new to cycling or restarted during the
pandemic.
A large majority (77%) of those new and returning cyclists surveyed credit the Major
Road Closures program with helping them to discover or re-discover cycling during
the pandemic. Female respondents and respondents identifying as Black,
Indigenous, or POC were most likely to agree that the closures helped them to
(re)discover cycling.
Changes to the Yonge and Danforth Complete Streets Pilots, notably the addition of
bike lanes, artistic curb extensions, and added bike parking, were especially
appreciated by cyclists surveyed. As a result of the Complete Streets installations,
63% of cyclists reported visiting Danforth more often, and 65% Yonge. In comparison,
only 25% of pedestrians said they visited Danforth more often (28% at Yonge).

ActiveTO Cyclists
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Complete Streets Pilots help close the gender gap in perceptions of cycling safety.
Percentage of respondents who perceive cycling as Safe or Very Safe on the
Complete Street pre-bike lanes and with bike lanes / cycling infrastructure.

Results from Yonge Pre-installation and Post-installation surveys, 2015-2017 Bloor Bike Lane Economic Impact
Study and the Danforth Post-installation survey.

Prior to the installation of cycling infrastructure on Yonge Street, only 13% of
females surveyed perceived cycling on Yonge as safe or very safe, compared to 31%
of males. Post-installation female safety perception rose to 57% (males to 63%)
shrinking the gender gap in safety perception from 18 percentage points to just 6.
On Danforth Ave, both male and female safety perception rose substantially with the
instillation of bike lanes, from below 25% of respondents to greater than 75%.
The gender composition of cyclists, however, remains largely male.
Percentage of cyclist respondents who identify as Male, Female, and Other.

Lake Shore West

Lake Shore East

Of the 945 cyclists surveyed at Complete Streets Pilots and Major Road Closures, a
total of 62.5% identified as male, 37.2% identified as female, and 0.3% identified
as another gender identity. While cyclists of all genders reported feeling safer as a
result of ActiveTO programs, more work is needed to achieve gender parity.
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Comments from Cyclists
“I feel safe riding in the bike lane, but intersections are much scarier! It’s too much
info for drivers to take in. The advanced pedestrian crossing signals help.” (Yonge
Street)
“Biked for 10 years in this area and it’s made such an incredible difference getting
home.” (Yonge Street)
“Love it as a cyclist, hate it as a driver.” (Danforth Avenue)
“People constantly step out into the lane.” (Danforth Avenue)
“I feel safer by all modes. There is less room for people to make mistakes.” (Danforth
Avenue)
“Eases sidewalk congestion to allow for better physical distancing, especially with
our stroller.” (Quiet Streets)
“I feel so much safer walking my kids to preschool and cycling through our
neighbourhood now.” (Quiet Streets)

ActiveTO Cyclists (Photo Credit: Frank Gunn)
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Pedestrians
Pedestrians comprised the majority of respondents in all ActiveTO surveys
and were generally supportive of the program, although less enthusiastic
than cyclists. Most pedestrians surveyed felt that ActiveTO programs
succeeded in improving road safety, providing opportunities to be
physically active, and improved physical distancing standards on streets
and sidewalks.
On Complete Streets pilots, pedestrians were very likely to appreciate
roadside planters, with 80% of pedestrians on Danforth and 74% on Yonge
mentioning that planters improved their experience travelling on the
street. Expanded patios were appreciated by the same proportion of
pedestrians (80% on Danforth and 74% on Yonge.
The most common issue experienced by pedestrians on Major Road
Closures was conflicts with cyclists. Of the pedestrians who reported
issues with the road closures, 18% cited this as a problem. The proportion
of cyclists reporting conflicts with pedestrians was only slightly less at
15%.
Comments from Pedestrians
“I love it now. Cars are slower. Beautiful streets. Nicer to come up for a visit or coffee
or food.” (Yonge Street)
“It’s getting harder to walk because of the increased pedestrian traffic and the
patios that are taking up the sidewalk space and e-bikes/scooters.” (Yonge Street)
“Too busy, especially with cyclists going too fast and not following rules of the road.”
(Danforth Avenue)
“I use a walker. It slows traffic for slow walkers like me.” (Danforth Avenue)
“Eases sidewalk congestion to allow for better physical distancing, especially with
our stroller.” (Quiet Streets)
“The cyclists are now the problem on our streets. They speed, travel in packs and I
have yet to see a single one obey a stop sign. I am visually impaired and do not feel
safe walking in this area.” (Quiet Streets)
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Drivers
Drivers, in all surveys where they were consulted, reported lower improvements to their
travelling experience on shared streets than cyclists and pedestrians. In written
comments, however, many drivers expressed mixed perceptions of ActiveTO, with
some feeling much less safe on the road and others expressing appreciation for the
improved active transport options introduced by the program.
Most drivers perceive congestion as worse or much worse on Complete Streets,
particularly on Yonge.
“Do you find traffic on Yonge/Danforth has changed since the complete street
installation?”

Drivers find parking only slightly more difficult after the installation of Complete
Street infrastructure.
“What was your level of ease in finding car parking today?”

Number of respondents to Danforth Pre-Installation study prompt unknown.

A majority of drivers on Yonge (71%) and Danforth (62%) felt that congestion was
worsened as a result of the Complete Streets Pilot Project. 51% of respondents on
Yonge thought that congestion was much worse.
Car parking, however, was not significantly impacted by the Complete Streets Pilot
program. On Yonge, 26% of drivers found parking their difficult before the Complete
Streets Pilot, compared to 38% post-installation. On Danforth, the change was much
smaller, from 25% of drivers pre-installation to 29% post-installation.
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Drivers are less likely than cyclists and pedestrians to feel safer while sharing
the road on Quiet Streets.
“Has Quiet Streets made it feel more safe sharing the road with other people and
other modes of travel?”

Less than half (46%) of drivers on Quiet Streets agreed or strongly agreed that the
program made them feel safer on shared streets and nearly as many, 46%, reported
feeling less safe on Quiet Streets.
In contrast, cyclists and pedestrians were much less mixed in their perceptions of
Quiet Streets’ safety, with 62% of pedestrians and 71% of cyclists surveyed reporting
feeling more safe while sharing the road with other travelers as a result of Quiet
Streets.
Comments from Drivers
“I hate the bike lanes as a driver, but happy they exist because at least we know
where cyclists will be.” (Yonge Street)
“There are more cyclists now so I worry as a driver that I will hit them. It’s very hard
to make a safe turn.” (Yonge Street)
“We need to stop building cities around cars. I 100% support bike lanes. I say, ‘drivers
be damned,’ even though I’m a driver.” (Yonge Street)
“One lane of traffic is a bit of a pain, but parking is surprisingly not a problem.”
(Danforth Avenue)
“The road is more delineated for the different mode users” (Danforth Avenue)
“With so many cyclists there are bound to be more incidents.” (Danforth Avenue)
“I don’t find the road barriers helpful. As a driver I have less room on the road and
more distraction with pedestrians stepping onto the road and cyclists and all with
less room!” (Quiet Streets)

ActiveTO Drivers
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Accessibility
Accessibility is a key metric of success when considering the performance of shared
city streets. Reviews of accessibility across the suite of ActiveTO programs were mixed.
Complete Streets Pilots had a limited effect on accessibility.
“Has the Yonge/Danforth Complete Streets installation changed accessibility for
you?”

Of the 48 respondents at the Danforth Complete Street Pilot, 44% reported no change
to accessibility as a result of the program and 30% reported that accessibility was
reduced, citing difficulties accessing Wheel-trans and navigating cycle lanes.
Similarly, of the 43 respondents with accessibility needs on Yonge Street, 37% said
that the Complete Streets Pilot had no effect on accessibility and 21% said that
accessibility was reduced.
A narrow majority of mobility aid users found that Quiet Streets installations
improved their safety and ability to physically distance.
Safety: “Has Quiet Streets made it feel more safe sharing the road with other
people and other modes of travel?”
Physical Distancing: “Has Quiet Streets improved the ability to maintain physical
distancing while walking, jogging, using a mobility device or cycling?”

All responses come from respondents using a mobility aid (i.e. a wheelchair) on Quiet Streets.

52% of respondents who used some form of mobility aid to travel on Quiet Streets
agreed or strongly agreed that the program improved their safety while sharing the
road and 55% agreed or strongly agreed that the program improved their ability to
maintain physical distancing.
Nearly as many respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the Quiet Streets
program improved safety (43%) and physical distancing (37%).
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“Wheeltrans door opens on bike lanes now which is dangerous. Before I could get right to the curb.”
Comments on Accessibility
“Sidewalks need work and construction blocks them without safe curbs!” (Yonge
Street)
“The patios should be made more accessible. They need ramps. Accessible seating
areas are needed on the street.” (Yonge Street)
“I would prefer if there was better signage and coloring on the sidewalk. A lot of cars
go through the crosswalk.” (Yonge Street)
“It’s horrible! Before we could drop off and pick up anywhere, now we block the only
lane of traffic. People swear and honk. We can’t get to our customers and our
customers can’t get to us.” (Yonge Street, Wheel-Trans Driver)
“Wheel-trans door opens on bike lanes now which is dangerous. Before I could get
right to the curb.” (Danforth Avenue)
“I am in a walker and when people come to pick me up, they have to park far away
and I have to walk a long way.” (Danforth Avenue)
“I feel there are less bikes on the sidewalk so it is easier for an old lady like me to get
around.” (Danforth Avenue)
“I have a hearing issue that also affects my balance. It makes it difficult to know
where people or cars are around me. The bike lanes make it much safer for me
because I don’t need to worry about cars coming up behind me.“ (Danforth Avenue)
“Ramps are too narrow.“(Danforth Avenue)
“It is great seeing the large number of people taking advantage of the Quiet streets. I
see a constant flow of cyclists (casual and enthusiasts), joggers (casual and
enthusiasts), families, and dog walkers. I also believe it has increased the number of
people using mobility devices, the roads have significantly less barriers
than the sidewalk.” (Quiet Streets)
“I am visually impaired, which makes physical distancing difficult because they
need to see my cane and avoid me. Many don’t. This gives me many, many more
options to keep myself safe.” (Quiet Streets)
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Conclusion
Survey responses from thousands of Toronto residents provide valuable insights into
the public perception of the ActiveTO program and the demographics of ActiveTO
visitors. The project, which responded to rapid changes in the publics' mobility and
safety needs caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, achieved several important goals.
ActiveTO made streets across the city safer and more equipped to facilitate physical
distancing. At Major Road Closures on Lake Shore Boulevard East and West, and on
the Meadoway Trail, a large majority (> 85%) of visitors reported feeling safe and able
to maintain physical distancing while traveling on the closures. At the Destination
Danforth Complete Street Pilot, 45% of respondents reported feeling safer using the
street because of the program (53% at the Midtown Yonge Complete Street Pilot).
Cyclists, in particular, were enthusiastic about the city-wide changes to the cycling
network, which expanded cycling lane coverage and provided protective barriers to
many bike lanes. Greater than 60% of cyclists surveyed at the Complete Street Pilots
reported visiting more often because of the pilot projects. On Major Road Closures,
18% of cyclists surveyed said that the closures helped them to discover or rediscover
cycling.
Many Torontonians choose more active forms of transport because of ActiveTO
programs. Over a quarter (27%) of survey respondents on Yonge Street and Danforth
Avenue reported that they had changed their primary mode of transportation since
the installation of the Complete Streets Pilots. Of those, 71% shifted to cycling on
Danforth (68% on Yonge) and 31% stopped driving on Danforth (44% on Yonge). 62% of
Major Road Closures users reported being more active since first visiting the closures.
Survey responses at the Complete Streets Pilots and Major Road Closures
demonstrate that ActiveTO projects primarily attract visitors from nearby
neighborhoods, with over 60% of those surveyed at the Complete Streets Pilots and
Major Road Closures living in Downtown Toronto. These findings suggest that future
ActiveTO, and other transportation improvement programs, will need to be brought
directly to those communities across the city which can benefit most from this
infrastructure.
This report was conducted by The Center for Active Transportation (TCAT), using
survey data collected by TCAT, Park People, and 8 80 Cities in collaboration with the
City of Toronto.
Report Supervisor: David Simor, Director
Analysis and Report: Ethan Sansom, Data Analyst
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